Girl Scout Badge Programs
Offered Through Kendall Count Forest Preserve District

All badge programs will be held in the forest preserves and are designed to get your scout as close to fulfilling the badge requirements as we can get them! Most scout programs start at $6 per scout, with a $40 minimum. Two or more badge programs can be bundled into one day and troops can take advantage of discounts on bunkhouse and group campsite rates for the night before or following your troop’s program date.

**Daisy**

*Use Resources Wisely – Clover*
After reading Clover’s Story with your troop, you’ll join us to talk about the story, complete a collage, and find ways to be resourceful in the outdoors.

*Make the World a Better Place – Rosie*
After reading Rosie’s Story with your troop, you’ll join us to talk about and act out Rosie’s Story with your troop and help make the world a better place by helping out in the forest preserves.

**Brownie**

*Hiker – Outdoors*
Brownies will join us in the forest preserves to plan a hike, practice hiking skills, pack their gear and a snack, and go for a hike!

*Senses – Investigation*
You’ll join us in using our senses to explore the world at the forest preserves using our ears, eyes, nose, taste, and touch!

*Bugs – Naturalist*
Buzz through the forest preserves exploring the world of bugs by creating a bug poster and making a bug craft, finding real bugs and their home, and taking a hike to see all the bugs we can.

**Junior**

*Camper – Outdoors*
Let us help you plan your overnight adventure and camp in Hoover Forest Preserve where we’ll learn camping skills and activities, cook dinner, and have some nighttime fun!

*Flowers – Naturalist*
Find out what’s fantastic about flowers at the forest preserves through learning about the native flowers in your area, examining all their parts, learning what flowers do for us, and sending a message through flowers by drawing the flowers we see on a postcard.

**Cadette**

*Trailblazing – Outdoors*
Let us help plan your adventure at Hoover Forest Preserve, learn how to prepare for your trek, learn how to work with your trekking teammates, plan your menu, and head out on your trailblazing adventure with a hike and a stay at one of Hoover’s campsites.

*Night Owl – Adventure*
Get familiar with nighttime at Hoover Forest Preserve where you’ll go on a night hike, learn about the world after sunset, find animals who work the night shift, and have the opportunity to rent a campsite or bunkhouse to host your extreme nighttime party.

*Trees – Naturalist*
Forest preserves are full of trees to learn about and explore, so join us to have some tree fun, learn about tree science and what trees do for us, as well as do a tree craft and do a serve project to help out some of the forest preserve’s trees.

To schedule a girl scout program contact Becky Antrim at rantrim@co.kendall.il.us or for questions or more information contact edombrowski@co.kendall.il.us or